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ADVANCED 
COLOUR 
CORRECTION

| BEST PRACTICE

1Set up your project with a New Composition and drag the Sculpture clip, provided on the 
cover CD, to the timeline. Apply Effect>Adjust>ShadowHighlight and uncheck the Auto 

Amounts box. This will give the clip an even light, suitable for this type of bright colour grade.

2 Apply Effect>Adjust>ColourBalance to the clip. You may be tempted to change the 
highlights, but you’ll get more interesting results by working with the shadows instead. 

Change Shadow Red to 100, Shadow Blue to -60 and Midtone Blue to -40. Highlight Green 
should be -10, and you can now uncheck the Preserve Luminosity Box, too. 

BEST PRACTICE

I n their most basic form, 
colour correction tools 

enable you to make your 
whites look white and your 
blacks look black, so that 
everything appears ‘normal’.

If you shoot a sequence 
over an hour as the sun’s going 
down, with changes in colour 
temperature you can make 
everything look like it was 
shot in one go. Colour grading 
can also be a creative tool, and 
digital colour grading has seen 
the process pushed to exciting 
new limits over recent years. 

Films such as The Lord of 
The Rings and Amelié have 
used deep colour grading to 
create mood, or to let the 
viewer know what part of the 
movie’s world they are in.

In this tutorial, you’ll use 
After Effects to add a rich 
colour grade to a piece of 
moving footage. Colour 
grading usually goes wrong 
when people apply one tint or 
change one colour, so here 
you’ll learn how to achieve  

a convincing appearance by 
working on foreground and 
background separately.

The clip used, supplied on 
the CD, was shot on a dull day, 
and will be made golden and 
bright to create a dreamlike 
feel. The sculpture/bench in 
the centre will retain its normal 
lighting, to make it stand out.

Colour grading is much more than just making colours 
match from shot to shot – it’s also a way of selectively 
changing the look and feel of a clip. Here’s how…

SOFTWARE: AFTER EFFECTS   

ON THE CD

TIME LENGTH

30 minutes
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4Use the Pen tool 
to draw a rough 

mask around the 
clouds, to the left of the sculpture. This can 
be quite a rough mask, well inside the edge 
of the clouds. Press F and set Feather to 25.

3Duplicate the layer, click its name within the timeline, and type the name Clouds. Now 
reset the Colour Balance filter by clicking on the Reset option. Changes made here will 

only affect the clouds, so ignore how the rest of the image looks for now. Use the Colour 
Balance filter to bring out a greenish contrast in the clouds.

5 You can now create a second mask for 
the clouds to the right-hand side of the 

sculpture. By feathering, you can allow some 
of the colour to fade into the horizon, to make 
it appear as though the glow of the sky is 
lighting the buildings beneath. 

6Drag another copy of the clip to the 
timeline and name it Upper. This layer will 

remain unaffected by colour filters, so that the 
sculpture shows through with its original 
darkness. This will also make the sculpture 
stand out from the graded background.

7Use the Pen tool to draw a mask around 
the outside of the sculpture. You won’t 

need to be absolutely accurate, as you will set 
Feather to 25. By drawing outside the shape 
itself, you will allow the darkness to bleed 
over the edges slightly, which is better than 
letting the brightness intrude. 

8Move through the sequence animating both clouds masks. Unless there 
is a sudden camera movement, advance by at least ten frames before 

making an adjustment to mask points. This will reduce animation time.

CORRECTION FIRST
If you’re grading a 
whole sequence of 
clips, it’s vital that you 
perform a basic colour 
correction of each clip 
before you start. First 
correct the clips so that 
the whites are white, 
greys grey, and blacks 
black. When they all 
match, as though all 
shot at the same time 
with the same light, 
you can begin grading. 
A good way to work is 
to colour correct in 
your editing app, then 
export to After Effects 
and grade.

9You’ll need to be a little more accurate when animating the sculpture 
mask, but avoid changing the mask shape and position every two or 

three frames. Make sure Motion Blur is switched on for all layers.

10Finally create a New Composition and 
drag the first composition into the 

timeline. Now Apply Effect>Adjust>Photo 
Filter and set to Yellow at 60 per cent. Adding 
an overall tint will help the layers to blend 
together. Save and RAM preview before 
output, to check that everything works.  


